The statistical behavior of instrument-limited phased m a y angular measurement errors has been examined with the aid of a specially developed computer program which simulates the effect of 1) beam steering computation accuracy, 2) truncation of beam steering commands, and 3) differential phase errors.
I. INTRODUCTION HE MEASUREMENT of the gain1 of narrow-beam
antennas may be accomplished with reasonable accuracy using the gain comparison technique with available gain standards and a well designed antenna range. However, for frequencies below L band, gain standards are not generally available, with the exception of dipoles, whose low directivity often causes excessive measurement to be the maximum gain of the antenna, hence the gam at the peak error. It is, therefore, necessary at these frequencies to consider the calibration of a gain sta.ndard with increased directivity if the measurement error is to be reduced.
The calibration of a gain standard is most frequently accomplished by the two-antenna method or the threeantenna method [1]- [3] .
Both techniques are based on the Friis transmission formula [ 4 ] for power transfer between two antennas, which theoretically requires an infinite antenna separation and a free-space test environment. For gain calibration of antennas with narrow beamwidths this condition may be approached with an antenna range of d c i e n t length and tower heights which minimize reflections from the range surface. For wide-beam antennas, however, tower heights necessary to mjnimize range reflections become impractical and the antennas must be calibrated on a ground reflection antenna ra,nge.
THEORY
The method described is directly applicable to antennas which respond only to t,he electric field. It would require modification t o be used wit,h loop or slot antennas, and further mod3cation for ant,ennas which may be a combination of electric and magnetic types. The basic test codiguration is that shorn in Fig. 1 . Horizontal polarization was employed to avoid the wave tilt and rapid variation of refledon coeecient associated with vertically polarized waves reflecked from the range surface (see [6, p. 6351).
The field at the receiving antenna is assumed to be the vector sum of the electric field due t,o the direct path contribution and t.hat due to the contribut.ion from the reflected pat,h. The amplitude of the elect.ric field at the receiving antenna due to the direct path wave is given by where RD = [Ro2 + (hr -ht)2]"2. Equation (1) is t,he field equivalent of the Friis transmission formula [4]. The a.mplitude of the ground-reflection field at the receiving antenna is given by
where t.he range surface must be electrically smooth at the operating wavelength (see [5, p. 14-37]).
For small grazing angles and horizonally (parallel) polarized waves the reflect,ion coefficient approaches unity [6] so that it is acceptable to define
The factor r2 is thus a function of the electrical a,nd geometrical properties of the range surface, the radiation patterns of the a.ntennas, the frequency and polarization of the transmitted wave, and the geometry of the test ranee. We w i l l assume the antennas to be linearly polarized.
R E C E I V I N G A N T E N N
I t is sometimes necessary to determine the gain of an antenna which is circularly or elliptically polarized, but in such cases its gain is usually determined by the method of partial gains using a linearly polarized gain standard as a comparison.2
When the antenna range geometry criteria that will be given is adhered t o and the antenna height.s are adjusted such that the two electric-field contributions arrive in phase at t.he receiving antenna, the total electric field at that point, t.o a very close approximation over the active region of the receiving aperture, is ET = ED + E R 
RR (6)
The gain sum gt + gr is obtained by measuring the remaining quantities in the above equation. The only quantity which presents a significant measurement problem is the effective gain factor r2. This factor may be determined by the following procedure. Once this height is specified, the range leng-th Ro should be of sufficient length that RO >> 2hr.
( 9 1 This requirement permits a small gra&g a.ngle (the complement of the a.ngle of incidence) for the reflected wave. A low grazing angle is desirable for reasons that will be presented later. In order t o satisfy the in-pha.se criterion of ( 3 ) , it is necessary that
For complete details see [5, ch. 141. The transmitting antenna. should be placed at the lowest position that satisfies both (10) and the mutual-coupling criterion ht 2 4X.
(11)
With the transmitting antenna in this position, the total received power is given by ( 5 ) . This received power should be recorded. The transmitting antenna should then be moved to t.he lowest position which sat.isfies bot,h (1 1 ) and the relation This corresponds to t,he locat.ion of a minimum in the interference pat.tern at t,he receiving antenna. The field at the receiving antenna is then given by which produces a received power of
~T R D '
The primed quantities are defined for the new position as were the unprimed quantities for the original position. This received power should be recorded for comparison with P,.
The effect.ive gain factor r2 was assumed t.0 be the same in ( 5 ) and (14). It, in fact., differs slightly in these positions since the angle of incidence differs slightly. The quant.it,y measured nil1 represent an average of the values between these two positions. It is, therefore, important that the range configuration be such that the grazing angle of the reflected wave change as little as is practical between these two mkasurement configurations. For the criteria of (7)- (12), it is seen that the geometry which produces the smallest grazing angle also produces the smallest change in gra.zing angle. The limitation in choosing the smallest, gra.zing angle is usually one of economics in the selection of range length. It. is also more desirable to test. at horizontal polarization than at verkical since t,he effective gain factor changes less rapidly with grazing angle at horizontal polarization.
Division of (5) by ( The antenna directivity quantit,ies K 1 , K i , K 2 , and K2' should be taken from measured pattern dat.a, based on the test geomet,ry. Here the low grazing angle also tends to give great.er accuracy because of being near the peak of t.he beam.
To accurately determine the various range terms, the locations of the phase cent.ers of the t.wo antennas must be known. Knowing their locations, one t,hen measures their heights and t.he horizont.al separat,ion Ro and calculates the direct and reflect.ed path lengths for each configuration. Since t,he power terms P , and P,' are measured quantities, t,he fact,or 1.2 is now calculable from (16).
The received and transmit.ted power levels L, and Lo are measured %-it,h a calibrated coupling network and level meters. This procedure is then repeated t.hree times, for three tra.nsmit-receive conilgurations as required for the trxo or three antenna method of gain calibration [ 3 ] . The resulting t.hree simultaneous equations ma.y then be solved for t,he gain of each antenna.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The three-antenna met,hod of gain calibration m s implemented as shown in Fig. 2 . Prior to performing the power transfer measurements several preparatory design and calibration steps were taken. First,, the antenna range upon which the comparisons were to be performed was designed, constructed, evaluated, and its physical r e l e technique. Finally, t.he power t.ransfer measurements were made using a pattern receiver and a precision l-kHz attenuator t.0 determine the Lo-L, term in the modifid F'riis t.rans&ion equation. For purposes of illustration of t,he measurement procedure, the data shorn in Table I is given at 300 MHz alt,hough t,he a,ntennas were calibrated at eight frequencies. The antenna range was designed The range was then evaluated using aperture-field probemeasurement techniques [5]. The data indicated t.hat the design requirements were satisfied. The UHF a.ntenna range with t,he aperture field probe-mounted on t,he receive tower is shorn in Fig. 3 . The a,ntennas choosen to be calibrated were linearly polarized log-periodic antennas consisting of eight elements of welded rod and tubular const,ruction. The measured H-plane pat,t,erns at 300 MHz of the three antennas are shown in Fig. 4 . These were measured on the ground reflection range. All of the gain comparisons were conduct,ed wikh the antennas horizontally polarized, thus only H-plane data were required. The phase center locations of the log-periodic anterinas were determined by calculation [7] and by measurements. The average between the two met.hods was select,ed as the phase center loca.t,ion. The phase cent.er data was required to establish the ra.nge length Ro for calculating the space dispersion factor.
The coupling network used to sample t,he transmit level LO was calibrated by the l-kHz subst.jtution method illust,rated in Fig. 5 . Also calibrated was the RF loss in a 60.96-m length of RG212/U coaxial cable. To solve (16) for T it was necessary to measure the null depth for tmhe out-of-phase condition as determined by the relative locations of the transmitt,ing and receiving antennas on the ground refledon range. At the same time t.he height of the transmit,t,ing a,ntenna was measured to permit t.he calculation of the geomet.rical relationships in
S I G N A L G E N E R A T O R
this mode of operat,ion. See Fig. 1 and Table 11 . The power transfer dat:a was obta.ined on the ground re%ection range where the three different test antenna combinat,ions were used as prescribed by the three-a.ntenna method.
The angles in Table I1 and the pattern data given in Fig. 4 may be used to determine the pattern levels with Table 111 . From the measured and calcula,ted data the last term of (6) was solved using (16).
The results of all t,he calculations are summarized in Table IV , where the measured and calculat,ed data was substituted into (6) t o solve for g. + gt from which the gain of the t,hree a,ntennas was determined. An est.imate of the uncertainty in the calibration is given in Table V. The calibration procedure was designed to minimize major bia.s errors in the receivers and analog meters by holding level changes small. Large level differences were accommodated by t,he use of precision attenu- Table V for the systematic errors include residuals which result from not being able to perform all measurements at t.he same operat,ing point.. An important source of uncertainty in the measurements was the making and breaking of coaxial connections during t,he measurements. Random errors were held small by repeating all measurements ten t,imes. The numbers shon-n are the standard deviations of t,he means as estimated from t.he scatter of the individual measurements. Making the customary assumpt,ion tha,t a Gaussian distribut,ion applies, one can obtain a. 95 percent, confidence limit of f0.27 dB by mult.iplying t,he rms resuhnt by 1.96.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The method of calibrating low directivity a , n t , e m on a ground reflection range has been found to be an involved but practical met,hod of est.ablishing a set of standard gain ant.ennas. The results compa,re favorably with those achievable at microwave frequencies when one t,akes into considerat.ion the added complexity of the reflections from the range surface.
As an added note of interest, about a year later a fourth gain standard antenna was built and compared on t.he same ant:enna range to one of the mlibrated standards and its gain mas found to be within 0.1 dB of the original standard at all eight frequencies.
TT. NOMENCLATURES
Power into the terminals of the t,ransmitt,ing a.ntenna. Maximum gain of t,he transmit.ting antenna. Maximum gain of t,he transmitting antenna expressed in logarithmic form. Gain of the transmitting antenna in the direction of the receiving antenna,. Maximum ga.in of the receiving antenna. khximum gain of the receiving antenna expressed in 1oga.rithmk form. Gain of t,he receiving antenna in the direction of the transmitting antenna. Const.ant of proportionalit-y. Direct. pat.h separa,tion between antennas. Amplitude of the electric field at. the receiving antenna due to t,he direct path wave. Amplitude of the ground-reflection electric field at the receiving antenna. The effect.ive pat,h length between the receiving antenna and t.he t,ransmitt,ing antenna image. An effective gain factor which accounts for the t.ransfer of energy by means of reflection from the range surface. Total electric field at the receiving antenna. Tot.al received power for the in-phase case. Total received power for the in-phase case expressed in 1oga;rithmic form. The height of the receiving a,ntenna. The mvelength of operation. The maximum aperture dimension of t.he receiving antenna. Antenna range length. A positive integer corresponding to t.he interference lobe which is peaked on t,he receiving antenna. The height of the transmitting antenna. A positive int,eger corresponding t.0 the locat.ion of a minimum in the interference pa.t,tern at the receiving antenna.
Note: Primed quantit,ies are used to note t,he conditions for a minimum in the int.erference pat,t,ern and unprimed quantitiea for a peaked interference lobe at the receiving REFERENCES &tenna, see text for details. The angle between the range horizontal and the direct path signal.
B
The angle betwen the range horizontal and the reflected path signal.
SO
Direct path dispersion loss.
S R
Reflected path dispersion loss.
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